
APPROACHES TO SYSTEM BUILDING FOR GIANT HYPERMARKET

Improve the storage and display system to increase the length of fresh product cycle. Seek for new ways and strategy to
be closer to consumer and meet the Short Term Plan The name of Giant as hypermarket and supermarket has ..
Moreover, the management of Giant continue to build good relationship with.

Another market segment that can be potential is teenager and youth, which can be approach by open
convenience store. In its second year in the group, Rose Pharmacy in the Philippines delivered performance
improvement through sales growth, gross margin enhancement, better cost efficiency and the closure of a
number of underperforming stores. Thanks to Wal-Mart's stock purchase plan, the wealth of these employees
was directly tied to the market value of the company's stock, creating a direct link between growth and its
effect on stock price and company morale. In Hong Kong, 7-Eleven outpaced the competition and grew sales
and operating profit despite soft consumer sentiment and difficult market conditions. The convinience store
offered fast-food and place to hangout, also various of soft drink, tea, coffe, and beer. The entry into Brazil
gave Wal-Mart even greater experience in Latin America, and so it chose to enter Argentina through a wholly
owned subsidiary. But the Chinese market also poses unique challenges because regulations and government
policies are often unpredictable and China's infrastructure is not well developed. While, Cold Storage also the
subsidiary of same mother company as Giant, however it operates in more segmented market, such as those
who strive healthy lifestyle but the price that offered is higher than Giant. This leads to high turnover rate for
Giant. This matrix divided into four different quadrants, which are cash cow, stars, question market, and dogs.
Giant takes effort to pamper consumer by providing convenience and plenty of priviledge to make sure the
whole shopping experience is great. Third, a poorly performing player, Woolco, was available for purchase at
an economical price. Giant focus on seeking for new suppliers that can provide better price with the finest
quality of product, and improve the product storage for fresh product to longer the life cycle to reduce wasted
product. There is an overlap of the definitions for hypermarket, supermarket and shopping mall. Business
Model: A broad merchandise mix, excellent customer service, a high in-stock position and rewarding
employees for diminished pilferage were among the United States core attributes that were successfully
transplanted into Wal-Mart's Canadian operation. Moreover, Giant also cooperate with number of other
business organization to conduct cross-promotional activities. Johnson, G. This solution sought to balance the
desire of local customers for high-status United States-made consumer goods and pressure from local
governments to purchase domestic goods. Penney's global presence was minimal; only three of its 1, stores
were located outside the United States - in Chile and in Mexico. Local adaptation A company wishing to
establish local presence must understand the uniqueness of the local market and decide which aspects of its
business model require little change, which require local adaptation and which need to be wholly reinvented.


